ADVENT CALENDARS
STANDARD
INDIVIDUAL
PACKAGING CONSULTANCY
PLANNING
MANUFACTURING
LOGISTICS

PERFECTLY PACKED
MANUFACTURING & SERVICE
FROM ISERLOHN

ADVENT CALENDARS
PET ADVENT CALENDARS FILLED
Use the growing demand and interest for
advent calendars for pets.
Participate in our variety-rich total offer.
You have the option to put your own
individual advent calendar together
by using our offer kit:
advent folding box manufacturing,
inner deep-drawing part production,
animal-friendly fillings,
finishing.
Share your wishes with us and
we‘ll ‘perfectly pack’ them!’

ADVENT CALENDARS
UNFILLED
Use the unfilled advent calendars to
move your customers by emotional
or inspiring messages.
We are offering you unfilled advent
calendars which you can for example
use as a lottery or prize draw
for your customers - and this
not only during the
Christmas season.
Contact us!
As a business partner,
we are optimally
equipped for the
professional
implementation of
your advertising
ideas.

ADVENT CALENDARS
DIE-CUT-SHAPE

ADVENT CALENDARS
FILLED
With advent calendars you can choose
from a portfolio of modules, according to
your wishes and needs:
diverse formats of advent calendars
as well as box sizes,
an inner deep-drawing mold part
fitting with all the various formats,
deep-drawing inner parts also
with various mold shapes,
praline and chocolate filling of
your choice - even mixed fillings,
with or without finishing.
Contact us and tell us you vision and we will creatively implement it
and realize it for you.

ADVENT CALENDARS
SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION
Specially constructed or
specially filled calendars are
among our favorite challenges
in the field of advent
calendars.
We give our all to thrill you
with our ‘perfectly packed’
ideas.
Die-cut-shaped calendars
or even a 3D realization of
a calendar will ensure your
customers take a special
notice of you.
Challenge us!

ADVENT CALENDARS
SPECIAL CONSTRUCTION

A FAMILY THAT STANDS FOR PACKAGING
We are a family-owned business, with the fifth generation of the family
currently actively working in the company. Our team works and operates
as a family. Long-term relationships with our clients and business partners
are the very reason for our productivity and results - thus we would gladly
welcome you as a part of our bigger family.
Our company operates a two shift system and we are capable of processing
up to 2.500 tons of cardboard annually. All of the manufacturing processes
are taking place in our own production facility on site in Iserlohn (Germany),
presenting you with a scope of possibilities for the realization of your desired
packaging needs.
Every step of the way is planned in detail - we will enthusiastically provide
you with creative ideas and realize your individual packaging with much
engagement and understanding of necessary quality criteria.
Sustainability holds a special place in our business as well: environmental
mindfulness during the manufacturing processes, social responsibility for
our staff and community, as well as economic sensitivity towards our clients
and suppliers.
Sincerely yours, family Beutler

beutler.de
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